
SEVENTH SEAL

by Jessica Draper and Richard D. Draper

The end of the Sixth Seal is at hand, and evil is mounting a great offensive
against good. Amidst the turmoil, researcher Merry Galen uncovers the truth
about a vaccine that promises to end infectious diseases—but only at a horrif-
ic cost. Now it’s up to Merry to warn the world as forces that may destroy
mankind are set in motion. A riveting and intriguing story about the last days.

Softcover $16.95 $11.87 SKU# 356053 (Save 30%)
6 Cassettes $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 356060 (Save 15%)
7 CDs $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 356077 (Save 15%)

LDS FILM CLASSICS ON DVD

You and your family will love these touching stories
with timeless messages of compassion, understanding,
and forgiveness. Johnny Lingo also includes The
Mailbox, Uncle Ben, and Christmas Snows, Christmas
Winds. The DVD featuring Cipher in the Snow
includes The Gift, The Emmett Smith Story, The Phone
Call, and John Baker’s Last Race. 

Seagull Book & Tape®

WHERE YOU NEVER PAY FULL PRICE FOR ANYTHING

* Prices subject to change without notice. Catalog prices good through July 31, 2003
©2003 SEAGULL BOOK & TAPE, INC.

30%
OFF

list price

LDS FILM CLASSICS 2 DVD SET

DVD $39.90 $27.93 SKU# 357852 (Save 30%)
LDS FILM CLASSICS: CIPHER IN THE SNOW

DVD $19.95 $17.45 SKU# 356008 (Save $2.50)
LDS FILM CLASSICS: JOHNNY LINGO

DVD $19.95 $17.45 SKU# 355995 (Save $2.50)

EXCLUSIVE OFFER! ONLY AT SEAGULL BOOK
SAVE $20.00 ON SACRED STONE HARDCOVER

AND PURCHASE YOUR COPY TODAY FOR ONLY $9.95
SKU# 335126 RETAIL $29.95

EXCLUSIVE OFFER! ONLY AT SEAGULL BOOK
SAVE $20.00 ON SACRED STONE HARDCOVER

AND PURCHASE YOUR COPY TODAY FOR ONLY $9.95
SKU# 335126 RETAIL $29.95

30%
OFF

list price
(set)
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SHADOW OF DOUBT

by Amy Maida Wadsworth
Lia Tucker is married with three young children. The way she sees it, while she toils away at home

with their children, her husband Jon is often consumed by his challenging career. So when Derek, an
old flame, reminds her of what might have been, she questions the course she has taken in her life. 

Combining slice-of-life drama with page-turning suspense, Shadow of Doubt takes readers to
where conflicting emotions become the proving grounds for gratitude, forgiveness, and eternal love.
(June Release)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 359955 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 359962 (Save 15%)

OUT OF NOWHERE

by Jeri Gilchrist
Work always comes first for small-town police detective,

Ashlyn Lawrence. But she begins to question her choices when
the dashing Tyler O’Bryan is appointed as her new captain. As
Ashlyn fights her deepening feelings for Tyler, she is threatened by
a succession of anonymous messages that suggest a connection
between present events and the tragedy of her past. Perhaps now
she can finally discover the reason behind her brother’s mysterious
death—but it could cost her life.. (June Release)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 359924 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 359931 (Save 15%)

LAST WORDS

by Lorraine Taylor
Cap has always been a survivor. As a boy, he wrestled with an

uncertain future at the hands of his brutal, alcoholic father. As a
man, he has established his place in the world with the help of
Lara, the woman he loves. Together, they have endured family
tragedy more than once—bringing them both to their knees and
to the gospel. But Cap’s newfound spiritual knowledge only
reinforces his desire to understand his mother—a tormented
woman whose love has always been elusive. (June Release)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 359900 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 359917 (Save 15%)

DON’T CLOSE YOUR EYES

by Betsy Brannon Green
With only scant but bizarre evidence, Sheriff Matt Clevenger must uncover a killer. Could it be

soft-spoken Helen Tyler? What is she hiding? Together, they take a terrifying journey that brings them
ever closer to the answers to this deadly mystery, answers that will change their lives forever.
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 356015 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 356022 (Save 15%) 20%

OFF
list price
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20%
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20%
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST

by Clair Poulson
Law student Rob Sterling is an innocent man trapped in a nightmare. Accused of murder, the court

has appointed one of the state’s most successful criminal lawyers to represent him. Rob should feel
fortunate. Except . . . his attorney wants him convicted. 

An intricate tale in which deceit and truth collide, Conflict of Interest takes the reader on a ride, complete
with twists and turns, that reminds us that only with determination and courage can truth prevail.
Softcover $14.95 $10.47 SKU# 358859 (Save 30%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358866 (Save 15%)
4 CDs $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358873 (Save 15%)

LIFTED UP

by Guy Morgan Galli
The Christ child escaped Herod’s death order. Many other

infants did not. Thirty years later, as the leader of a crusade
against Rome, Simon still struggles to understand how the birth
of the Messiah could result in the death of his son. A riveting
story of newfound faith and redemption.
Softcover $14.95 $10.47 SKU# 357630 (Save 30%)
6 Cassettes $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 357647 (Save 15%)
7 CDs $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 357654 (Save 15%)

BREAKING POINT

by Jennie Hansen
When an aging mountain dam disintegrates, what should have

been the last campout of the summer quickly turns into what could
be the last campout of people’s lives. But as life-threatening as the
rapidly rising water is, there are forces in the canyon that are even
more terrifying. 

Best-selling author Jennie Hansen masterfully weaves together
stories of friendship, love, and suspense in a page-turning romantic
adventure, showing how the challenge of survival leads to choices
that can uncover eternity’s greatest treasures.
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 358880 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358897 (Save 15%)

LACK OF EVIDENCE

by Dan Yates
Derrick Beatty has come home to Arizona to solve the mystery of his father’s disappearance. But he never

would have returned to his Private Investigator job if he had known that Reggie Mandel, his former partner,
was still at the Banister agency. 

Brimming with surprises and interwoven with modern forensic science, Lack of Evidence unites two
stubbornly independent crime trackers on a quest for truth—a search that also guides them to forgiveness
and, perhaps, even love.
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 358903 (Save 20%)
3 Cassettes $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358910 (Save 15%)
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ANOTHER CHANCE

by Candie Checketts
Ten years ago, Maren Griffin faced the most difficult decision of her life—choosing between two men

she loved. Now she faces single motherhood. But when the man whose proposal she turned down shows
up with broken dreams of his own, Maren embarks on an unexpected journey of healing, friendship, and
love. (Book on cassette also available)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 355933 (Save 20%)

PATHWAY HOME

by Michele Ashman Bell
Cami Gardner is searching for a reason to feel alive again and adventure beckons when a group looking

for treasure checks into her seaside Bed and Breakfast. An attraction to one of the strangers also leads her
on an even more perilous journey—and her heart may never be the same. (Book on cassette also available)
Softcover $14.95 $10.47 SKU# 355971 (Save 30%)

CROSSROADS

by La Resa Darrington
Regrets can never change what happened that night. With one life lost and another seemingly shattered,

Beth forges an unlikely friendship as she struggles with the consequences of a careless decision. But now she
must also fight to prove her innocence—and face an even more terrifying new danger.  (Book on cassette
also available)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 355957 (Save 20%)

UNLIKELY MATCH

by Beverly King
Although her dream of being published seems to be crumbling, Maggie Summers finds encouragement,

even love, with Dr. David Rosenberg. But knowing that their different faiths prevent them from making a
life together, Maggie faces more than losing her dream. She risks losing the only man who has ever truly loved
her. (Book on cassette also available)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 356039 (Save 20%)

TENNIS SHOES ADVENTURE SERIES: TOWER OF THUNDER

by Chris Heimerdinger
Ride the whirlwind of adventure in a world where the great Bible patriarchs reign and the next generation

of Tennis Shoes heroes test the limits of courage! (Book on cassette and CD also available)
Softcover $14.95 $10.47 SKU# 355698 (Save 30%)

GABLES OF LEGACY, VOLUME III: THE SILVER LININGS

by Anita Stansfield
Jess and Tamra are about to learn powerful lessons of life and love in the third installment of the Gables of

Legacy series. It’s a remarkable story about personal revelation, the power of the Comforter, and a profound
discovery about the meaning of eternal bridges. (Book on cassette also available)
Softcover $14.95 $10.47 SKU# 355650 (Save 30%)

THE PROMISED LAND VOL. II: THE POWER OF DELIVERANCE

by David G. Woolley
The prophet Uriah is on trial for treason, having intercepted sensitive military letters from Captain

Laban. There remains but one person who can save Uriah: the prophet Lehi. Join this epic series as Lehi,
Nephi, and other Book of Mormon characters come to life. Power of Deliverance, is a fast-paced, triumphant
sequel to the best-selling novel, Pillar of Fire. (Book on cassette and CD also available)
Hardcover $24.95 $17.47 SKU# 319188 (Save 30%)

FAITH OF OUR FATHERS VOL II: TO MAKE MEN FREE

by N.C. Allen
The Civil War progresses in tragic intensity as the Birmingham saga continues—two brothers, along

with their families, and loved ones, divided in their loyalties between North and South. Meanwhile, the
citizens of the Utah Territory find themselves embroiled in a struggle for statehood, constantly denied
them because of their beliefs and way of life. (Book on cassette and CD also available)
Hardcover $22.95 $16.07 SKU# 340809 (Save 30%)
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THE PORTER ROCKWELL CHRONICLES

by Richard Lloyd Dewey
In the fourth on this great series, Porter reunites with his daughter in Deseret Territory, their relationship goes

through numerous twists and turns, and he becomes a U.S. Deputy Marshal. He falls in love with a new woman and
takes on not only outlaws and assassins, but the cream of the U.S. Army—2500 strong—as the U.S. government
invades their new home!
Hardcover $24.88 $21.15 SKU# 350228 (Save 15%)

AN ANGEL’S GIFT

by Sherry Ann Miller
When Alyssa drops in at the Bar M Ranch, she immediately disrupts the life of the ranch foreman, Ed Sparkleman. . .and

keeps him jumping through hoops almost beyond what he can endure. Along the way, her confidence is shaken, and she
must learn to trust God once again, but not until after a desperate sacrifice and the miraculous trial of her faith.
Softcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 361491 (Save 15%)

SILVER DOLLAR DAY

by Brad Rock
Priced just right, this bookcard can replace the need for a card for your Dad on that special day. Silver Dollar Day,

is written by the sports columnist for the Deseret News and is a great read for fathers and sons alike.
Booklet $3.95 $3.36 SKU# 361637 (Save 15%)

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE

by Harley Herrald
Will Jackson, once a Panhandle cowboy but now a self-educated lawyer, finds himself called and appointed a circuit judge.

His self-doubts and rigid self-control will not allow him to tolerate any slovenly actions or incompetence in anyone who appears
before him in court. He makes new friends as a judge and more that a few enemies. Mountain Justice is the third in this Western
Trilogy, which also includes Mountain Home and Mountain Cabin. 
Softcover $12.95 $11.01 SKU# 361484 (Save 15%)

JUSTIFIABLE MEANS

by Shannon Guymon
Nikki Truman is willing to do anything to protect her younger brother, but sometimes a secret

is impossible to outrun. Don’t miss this powerful novel by the author of A Trusting Heart.
Softcover $13.95 $11.86 SKU# 357265 (Save 15%)

MORMONVILLE

by Jeff Call
Luke Manning, a street-wise investigative reporter from New York City, is assigned to spend one

year in Utah, infiltrate a Mormon ward, and uncover the truth about the LDS Church. Luke feels
his success is certain, but along the way Luke discovers these people exhibit traits he has rarely seen
before—kindness, compassion, and sincerity, to name a few. As Luke struggles to complete his assign-
ment in so-called “Mormonville,” he unwittingly learns the truth about himself. Author George
Durrant says reading Mormonville is an “unsurpassed amusing, emotional and spiritual experience.”
Softcover $16.95 $14.41 SKU# 345323 (Save 15%)

LOVED LIKE THAT

by Julie Wright
Here’s another engaging novel from the author of the best-selling book To Catch a Falling

Star. James, a 32-year-old police officer, finally decided that love had escaped him. Then he
meets Katherine and is immediately smitten, but when he finds out she is already engaged, he
must struggle with his personal code of honor. Is it fair for him to pursue Katherine when she
apparently loves someone else? Or is this his only chance to be Loved Like That?
Softcover $16.95 $14.41 SKU# 356145 (Save 15%)

A THOUSAND SOULS

by Lee Nelson
When Lee Nelson was set apart as a missionary in the 1960s, he was blessed by Spencer W.

Kimball that he would bring a thousand souls to the truth.  That promise weighed heavily on young
Lee as he began his mission in Germany, but also served as a motivator for him to accomplish the
work of the Lord.  Based on Lee’s actual mission experiences, this entertaining and uplifting novel
of self-discovery will take you on a journey full of unexpected twists.
Hardcover $18.95 $16.11 SKU# 341530 (Save 15%)
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JERUSHA, JOURNEY OF A HEART

by Kim Olsen
A direct descendant of Hyrum and Jerusha Barden Smith, has just inherited a dress worn by Mary

Fielding Smith and an armoire built by Brigham Young. The day she tries on the dress and stands in
front of the mirror changes her life forever! Travel with Jerusha to the time of Joseph Smith. Witness
the change of heart that Jerusha experiences at the feet of the Prophet Joseph. 
Softcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 350235 (Save 15%)

GIRL AT THE CROSSING

by Blaine M. Yorgason
A single American in his thirties has taken the latest in a long

line of “breaks” from the tedium of his existence, wandering the
earth while trying to find some sort of meaning in his life.  A
thought-provoking, suspense-filled mystery and love story set near
the picturesque villages of Looe and Polperro, on the scenic but
strangely haunted Southern coast of Cornwall, England.  Blaine
Yorgason has authored several best-selling books, including
Charlie’s Monument and One Tattered Angel.
Hardcover $17.95 $15.26 SKU# 332897 (Save 15%)

EVERY SUPERMAN NEEDS A DAD

by Susan Easton Black, Illustrated by Liz Lemon Swindle
Are you ready for a good laugh or an unexpected tear? We

think it’s long overdue. The irrepressible good humor in these
stories will cause you to laugh out loud. Warm your heart and
comfort your soul with the literary skills of writer Susan Easton
Black and the page-stopping illustrations of Liz Lemon Swindle.
Every Superman Needs a Dad is one of the best compilations of
fictional short stories to hit the market in years.
Hardcover $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 361583 (Save 15%)

PEOPLE OF DESTINY

by Dean L. Larsen
People of Destiny describes the special role placed upon members

of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints as they act as the
Lord’s agents in fulfilling God’s divine purposes.
Hardcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 332163 (Save 15%)

EPHRAIM: CHOSEN OF THE LORD

by R. Wayne Shute, Monte S. Nyman, and Randy L. Bott
This book answers more fully than ever before the question,

“What does it mean to be of the lineage of Ephraim?”
Hardcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 204415 (Save 15%)
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THE QUEST FOR PEACE, LOVE AND A 24” WAIST

by Deborah Low
We each have a body, a temple, a home for our spirit.  How are you taking care of yours?  By

reading each chapter in this inspired book and following the “daily recipes” for happiness,
author and fitness trainer Deborah Low shares how to 1) connect with your spiritual nature,
2) make peace with your body and 3) lose weight with joy!  Start today to realize your true
potential.  The Quest for Peace, Love and a 24” Waist is endorsed by Deepak Chopra, fitness
instructors and personal trainers nationwide and across Canada!
Softcover $13.95 $6.98 SKU# 335454 (Save 50%)

500 LITTLE KNOWN FACTS IN MORMON HISTORY

by George W. Givens
This collection of interesting facts and anecdotes covers a wide

range of  Mormon history, from Joseph Smith’s early life well into
the twentieth century. Questions such as “What happened to the
stone box that held the gold plates?” and “Who was ordained an
apostle at age eleven?” will make readers marvel. Stump your
friends with this newest Mormon history trivia book!
Softcover $15.95 $13.56 SKU# 341820 (Save 15%)

LANGUAGE OF THE MORMON PIONEERS

by George W. Givens
This fascinating look at the words and phrases the pioneers used in

their daily lives is a real treat. Actual examples from journals and news-
papers are included. Fun reading from the author of 500 Little Known
Facts in Mormon History!
Softcover $16.95 $14.41 SKU# 358798 (Save 15%)

THE YOUTH OF ZION

by Chad Daybell
This handy, straight-forward book provides answers for LDS

youth—and parents—who are often left wondering where to draw the
line on certain issues. The Youth of Zion is filled with powerful quotes
and insightful stories from the modern prophets on more than thirty
timely topics such as dating, entertainment choices, modesty, sexual
purity, and Sabbath day activities. This book has answers for every
LDS family, and is an important resource for Sunday lessons, Seminary
discussions, Family Home Evening, or personal study.

Softcover $10.95 $9.31 SKU# 345309 (Save 15%)

THE LASTING CONVERT

by George Durrant
Master teacher George Durrant shares ten simple ways to keep our lives centered in the gospel. Filled

with inspiring stories and examples, this is essential reading for both new converts and lifelong members.
Softcover $7.95 $6.76 SKU# 358811 (Save 15%)
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PEACE, BE STILL

by Terry B. Ball, Wayne E. Brickey, Richard O. Cowan, Richard D. Draper, and Todd B. Parker
In this thoughtful compilation, five distinguished authors discuss the writings of peace, hope, and comfort found in

the scriptures. Wayne Brickey, author of the introductory chapter, offers a present-day viewpoint: “Amid commotion, we,
like the billowing waters, may be still. It is the greatest of latter-day ironies. By frequently coming under the influence of
his warm and whispering voice, we may not only know that there is a great calm available, that calm may fill our minds
and anoint our own lives. We may receive it day by day, even in such a time as this.” (June Release)
Hardcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 359948 (Save 20%)

JESUS THE CHRIST ILLUSTRATED EDITION

by James E. Talmage
Jesus the Christ is considered one of the all-time great classics among LDS

literature. The apostle James E. Talmage wrote this comprehensive look into
the life and mission of the Savior from an office inside the Salt Lake temple.

In this attractive collector’s edition, you will find the complete, inspiring
text of Jesus the Christ, along with beautiful paintings illustrating the life of the
Savior from well-known painters Carl Heinrich Bloch, Greg Olsen, Robert
Barrett, Harry Anderson, and others.
Hardcover $39.95 $29.95 SKU# 341431 (Save $10.00)
Cassette $49.95 $37.46 SKU# 19446 (Save 25%)
CD $39.95 $29.95 SKU# 306225 (Save $10.00)

TRUTH & CONVICTION: THE HELMUTH HÜBENER STORY

by Matt Whitaker & Rick McFarland
In Nazi Germany, young Helmuth Hübener and two teenage friends from his LDS

Church branch carefully distributed flyers denouncing Hitler and his propaganda
machine. They were charged with treason. Using archival footage along with new
footage shot on location, this documentary chronicles what happened to these young
men, and the ultimate price paid by those who dared to stand up for the truth. DVD
includes bonus material. (Also available on VHS)
DVD $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 349642 (Save $5.00)

WHEREVER HE LEADS ME

by Greg Olsen
Best known for his stunning paintings of the Savior, Greg’s work also

includes beautiful depictions of the family, religious themes such as the
First Vision, nature settings, the wonders of imagination, and even the
realities of war.

In this unique inspirational gift book, over 100 of Greg Olsen’s images
combine with his own words—in poems, prose, thoughtful narratives, and
carefully selected scriptures that reflect his insights and feelings about each
of his paintings.
Hardcover $24.95 $17.47 SKU# 341417 (Save 30%)

THREE AGAINST HITLER

by Rudi Wobbe & Jerry Borrowman
The incredible true story of three teenage friends who faced charges of treason before the infamous supreme court of Nazi

Germany. All the power and indignation of the Third Reich focused on the three young men who dared to distribute the truth
to their neighbors. If found guilty, they faced imprisonment—and perhaps even death. (Book on cassette also available)
Softcover $14.95 $11.96 SKU# 335294 (Save 20%)
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BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE: GOSPEL PERSPECTIVES ON MARITAL INTIMACY

by Stephen E. Lamb, M.D. & Douglas E. Brinley, Ph.D.
The teachings and testimonies of modern prophets, together with current medical research, offer a

simple and consistent gospel-based discussion of intimacy. (Book on cassette and CD also available)
Hardcover $17.95 $14.36 SKU# 279932 (Save 20%)

FIRST COMES LOVE

by Douglas Brinley, Ph.D. and Mark Ogletree, Ph.D.
For couples who are seriously dating or are already engaged is needed perspective that will help 

prepare anyone for the tremendous blessings and inevitable challenges of marriage. (Book on cassette and
CD also available) 
Hardcover $18.95 $15.16 SKU# 334235 (Save 20%)

FOR ALL ETERNITY

by Dr. John L. Lund
In this four-talk set you will laugh as you and your spouse see yourselves in Dr. Lund’s descriptions of the

differences between men and women and how we communicate. (Also available on cassette) (June Release)
5 CDs $19.95 $15.96 SKU# 359894 (Save 20%)

RAISING THE BAR

by Ed J. Pinegar
In this enlightening and entertaining talk, Brother Pinegar draws on a wealth of experience to teach

what it takes to be a successful tool in the Lord’s hands. He focuses on the new, higher standards of
excellence for missionaries recently emphasized by the brethren. (Also available on cassette)
CD $11.95 $10.16 SKU# 358972 (Save 15%)

LET THE HOLY SPIRIT GUIDE

by Rex C. Reeve
In this enlightening talk, Rex C. Reeve invites us to “imagine having the Holy Ghost assigned as our

personal trainer, or personal tutor, or personal guide. The Holy Ghost's job is to take us, and dust us
off; help us; encourage us; train, teach, lift, build, inspire, and guide us; and get us ready to go into the
presence of the Lord.” (Also available on cassette)
CD $11.95 $10.16 SKU# 359825 (Save 15%)

SLEEPING THROUGH GETHSEMANE

by Diana Hoelscher
This entertaining, yet scripturally based talk explains the Atonement in a way that touches the hardest

of hearts and the sweetest of spirits. Drawing on her own experiences as well as teachings from the prophets
and the scriptures, Sister Hoelscher shares a message that is vital to listeners of all ages. (Also available on
cassette) (June Release)
CD $11.95 $10.16 SKU# 360005 (Save 15%)

WITNESS FOR HIS NAME: HYMNS FOR MISSIONARIES

by Mark Geslison and Geoff Groberg
Mark and Geoff put their trademark acoustic sound to inspirational favorites like Called to Serve,

The Spirit of God, I Need Thee Every Hour, Abide with Me, and more. (Also available on cassette)
CD $15.95 $13.56 SKU# 356084 (Save 15%)

THE MIRACLE OF A CHANGED HEART

by JoAnn Hibbert Hamilton
In this inspiring talk, popular speaker and author JoAnn Hibbert Hamilton discusses the importance of

repentance, and the release from guilt it can bring.  In a very down-to-earth and simple manner, she helps
us to utilize repentance and the Atonement as the Savior would have us do. (Also available on cassette)
(June Release)
CD $11.95 $10.16 SKU# 359986 (Save 15%)
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HUGH NIBLEY: A CONSECRATED LIFE

by Boyd Jay Petersen
As one of the LDS Church’s most widely recognized scholars, Hugh Nibley is both an icon and an enigma.

Through complete access to Nibley’s correspondence, journals, notes and papers, Petersen has painted a portrait
that reveals the man behind the legend.  
Hardcover $32.95 $24.71 SKU# 350266 (Save 25%)

SAINTS AT WAR

by Robert C. Freeman
Saints at War combines over 200 remarkable stories—from Church leaders and veterans—with hundreds of

images that capture the essence of faith in the midst of war. Book includes accounts from Thomas S. Monson,
James E. Faust, Boyd K. Packer, David B. Haight, Neal A. Maxwell, and others. VHS/DVD includes interview
with Elder Maxwell. (Book on cassette, VHS, and DVD also available)
Hardcover $39.95 $27.97 SKU# 327657 (Save 30%)

LATTER-DAY PERSPECTIVES: THE MIDDLE EAST

by Victor L. Ludlow
Dr. Victor L. Ludlow, scholar and lecturer, discusses the historical, cultural, and religious factors that have

contributed to the volatility in the Middle East and examines the ancient and latter-day prophecies for the Holy
Land. This fascinating talk will increase your understanding of the issues facing the people of the Middle East.
(Also available on cassette)
2 CDs $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358958 (Save 15%)

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PARLEY P. PRATT

by Parley P. Pratt
Ever since its publication in 1874 the autobiography of Parley P. Pratt has provided a fascinating look into

early history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Now, for the first time in audio format, this
classic work comes to life, providing nearly 15 hours of captivating listening. (Also available on cassette)
12 CDs $29.95 $25.46 SKU# 359863 (Save 15%)

TRIPLE COMBINATION ON CD BOX SET

Narrated by Rex Campbell
Perfect for the “On-the-Go” Husband or Father! Complete the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants,

and the Pearl of Great Price in 24 weeks by listening for just 15 minutes a day! (Also available on cassette)
33 CDs $49.95 $39.95 SKU# 278973 (Save $10.00)

MORMON GRIT - FOR THE SOUL

by David M. Call
This fascinating book contains a collection of LDS thoughts conveying the early frontier spirit of

Mormonism, the rugged values and sentiments of our pioneer forefathers and church leaders. It has over 1,500
Mormon Grit excerpts guaranteed to toughen, nourish and strengthen the soul—the perfect Father’s Day gift!
Softcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 361644 (Save 15%)

PRINCIPLES AND PROMISES

by Larry H. Peer 
Exploring aspects of fundamental Gospel ideas and virtues, such as fatherhood, adversity, covenants, and

consequences, Principles and Promises encourages readers to develop a more pointed awareness of a dozen
key stepping stones to deep conversion in the Kingdom. This highly readable and straight-talking book
bears witness to the reality of immutable values, as a counter weight to the relativism and subjectivity
infecting the contemporary world. 
Softcover $12.95 $11.01 SKU# 361651 (Save 15%)

FOUNDING FATHERS—UNCOMMON HEROES

by Steven W. Allen, JD
Founding Fathers—Uncommon Heroes is a collections of patriotic, inspiring and entertaining stories from

the lives of six of our Founding Fathers.
You will learn: who kept his wife in a “strait-dress” in the basement; who introduced waffles, macaroni, and

ice cream to the United States; who spontaneously added “ so help me God” to the Presidential oath of office
and much, much more.
Softcover $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 361507 (Save 15%)
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THE NEW TESTAMENT MADE EASIER PART 2
by David J. Ridges

Now you can understand the New Testament as never before! Following on the heels of his
best-selling Part 1: The Gospels, noted teacher and gospel scholar David J. Ridges makes the
teachings of Christ’s apostles come alive. The author’s keen insights, along with notes from a
variety of sources, help clarify difficult Bible words and phrases, symbolism, doctrine, culture
and settings. Most importantly, readers will better understand the Savior’s earthly mission and
the power of the Atonement. (Also Available: The New Testament Made Easier Part 1)
Softcover $24.95 $21.21 SKU# 361590 (Save 15%)

THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS CHRIST

by Kevan Clawson
This book gives the reader a clear understanding of the events leading

up to and after Christ’s reign on earth.
Softcover $10.00 $8.50 SKU# 361538 (Save 15%)

THE ATONEMENT OF JESUS CHRIST

by Kevan Clawson
This doctrinal discussion of the atonement opens new windows of understanding

into the mysteries of how the atonement works in our personal lives.
Softcover $10.00 $8.50 SKU# 361521 (Save 15%)

BEHOLD THE MESSIAH

by Robert Matthews
This book takes a remarkably insightful look at the New Testament, with special

emphasis on the Savior’s ministry. Its unusual power springs from the author’s use
of the inspirational resources of Restoration scripture, Joseph Smith’s teachings, and
particularly the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible
Hardcover $19.95 $16.96 SKU# 85212 (Save 15%)

BECOMING A GREAT MISSIONARY

by Kevan Clawson
The timing is perfect for this comprehensive training manual for those preparing

for a mission. 
Softcover $20.00 $17.00 SKU# 361514 (Save 15%)
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list price

15%
OFF
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I WANT TO BE A MISSIONARY LIKE YOU

by Libby Raynes McShinsky
This is a great activity book for those youngsters with older brothers or sisters serving a mission.

It contains English/Spanish phrases to write or speak with your missionary. Even how to pray or
bear your testimony in Spanish. With at least half of the book containing gospel-centered activities
that you can enjoy alone or with your missionary.
Softcover $6.95 $5.91 SKU# 361545 (Save 15%)

RESPONDING TO TEENS TOUGH QUESTIONS

by Junius K. Merrill and Craig S. Smith
This informative book touches on subjects and responds to questions asked by many of the youth

today. Why do I need Jesus Christ and His Atonement so much? Why do people care so much about
the way I dress? Why do my parents care so much about my friends? Why is it such a big deal if I
have a steady boyfriend or girlfriend? Does every young man have to serve a mission? Why do I have
to tell my bishop, and what sins do I have to confess? Great for parents and teachers. 
Hardcover $14.95 $12.71 SKU# 358750 (Save 15%)

MORE J. GOLDEN KIMBALL STORIES

by James Kimball, Illustrated by Pat Bagley 
A favorite with anyone who’s ever been human! He was a General Authority. He was a cow-

boy. He was one of a kind. “I may not always walk the straight and narrow, but I cross it as often
as I can . . . ”—J. Golden Kimball. (J Golden Kimball Stories vol 1 also available)
Softcover $9.95 $8.46 SKU# 345224 (Save 15%)

TENNIS SHOES ADVENTURE SERIES: GADIANTONS AND THE SILVER SWORD ON CD
by Chris Heimerdinger

Be part of the adventure as Jim Hawkins, Jennifer Hawkins, and Garth Plimpton embark
on a journey that teaches them the true meaning of valiance in these latter days, and where
every step of the way they are pursued by the darkest of villains . . .
5 CDs $21.95 $18.66 SKU# 359849 (Save 15%)
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BOOK OF MORMON HEROES: NEPHI AND THE BRASS PLATES

by Val Chadwick Bagley
With vibrant, colorful illustrations and easy-to-understand words, this delightful board

book will help children learn obedience from Nephi’s example. Perfect for family home
evening, classroom teaching, or as a quiet book. (June Release)
Board Book $10.95 $8.76 SKU# 359870 (Save 20%)

WE ARE DAUGHTERS

by Jeanni Gould
A collection of beautiful and inspiring music for women of all ages. Songs of faith to inspire

your soul and lift your heart! 
CD $15.95 $12.76 SKU# 358934 (Save 20%)

I AM A CHILD OF GOD

Paintings by Greg Olsen, Text by Wendy & Michael Nelsen
Loved by millions the world over, the art of Greg Olsen evokes emotion, wonder,

and peace. The pages of this touching board book tell the simple, but true, message—
we are all children of God. (Hardcover and music CD also available)
Board Book $10.95 $7.95 SKU# 341080 (Save $3.00)

BOOK OF MORMON JUNGLE JOURNEY

Board Game
This exciting board game is perfect for family or friends, Book of Mormon Jungle Journey

uses familiar people and events from the Book of Mormon to teach and entertain.
Game $12.95 $9.95 SKU# 341189 (Save $3.00)
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V I D E O /M U S I C

CHARLY

Adapted from Jack Weyland’s best-selling novel Charly, the film is at times light-hearted,
at times soul-searching, and above all a thoughtful journey of love, of laughter. . . and of
hope. Own it today on VHS and DVD.
DVD $29.99 $23.99 SKU# 359641 (Save 20%)
VHS $19.99 $17.49 SKU# 359658 (Save $2.50)

FAITHFUL

by Paul Cardall
Inspired by the Savior’s admonition to “Be not

Faithless, but Believing” has inspired this soundtrack of
powerful instrumentals by LDS pianist and Billboard
charting artist Paul Cardall.  Discover why the Chicago
Sun Times, CNN Headline News, and The
Washington Post all said of his music, “BEAUTIFUL!”
CD $15.98 $13.58 SKU# 359702 (Save 15%)

UNSPOKEN

by Greg Simpson
Many customers are familiar with Greg as the “musical voice” behind God’s Army.

Perfect product for parents looking for something their kids will actually enjoy listening
to.  Mature, classic rock sound with faith centered lyrics adults like as well.
CD $16.98 $14.43 SKU# 361552 (Save 15%)

THINK TWICE

by Eclipse
Fresh off their stunning 2002 Winter Olympic 

performances, this album features the band’s latest set of
original songs coupled with their distinct a cappella
sound base on tight harmony and driving rhythm.
CD $14.98 $12.73 SKU# 361569 (Save 15%)

BEST OF TSSA 
LDS artists Julie de Azevedo, Colors, Cherie Call, Katie Thompson, Peter Breinholt and others, join talents

as members of Timpanogos Singer Songwriters Alliance on this album featuring the best of Wasatch Front
artists.  Music geared especially for teens.
CD $15.98 $13.58 SKU# 361576 (Save 15%)
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DESERET BOOK PRODUCTS

1. PRECIOUS PROMISE

$1.95  $1.37 SKU 357982 HB (save 30%)
2. TRUSTING JESUS

$19.95 $15.96 SKU 357999 HB (save 20%)
3. RUSSELL M. NELSON

$26.95 $21.56 SKU 359016 HB (save 20%)
4. TEMPLE SQUARE GARDENING

$26.95 $21.56 SKU 339841 HB (save 20%)
5. EVE AND THE CHOICE MADE IN EDEN

$17.95 $15.26 SKU 339711 HB (save 15%)
6. OTHER SIDE OF HEAVEN

$14.95 $12.71 SKU 329682 PB (save 15%)
7. BOOK OF MORMON FOR LDS FAMILIES

$49.95 $44.95 SKU 280303 HB (save $5.00)
8. MISSIONARY REFERENCE LIBRARY

$24.95 $22.46 SKU 45155 PB (save 10%)

9. NEW TESTAMENT FOR LDS FAMILIES

$44.95 $38.21 SKU 192743 HB (save 15%)
10. KINGDOM & CROWN VOL.3

$26.95 $18.87 SKU 337793 HB (save 30%)
11. WAY TO BE

$14.95 $7.48 SKU 339070 HB (save 50%)
12. INFINITE ATONEMENT

$21.95 $19.76 SKU 279024 HB (save 10%)
13. WHO SHALL BE ABLE TO STAND?

$19.95 $17.96 SKU 351591 HB (save 10%)
14. JESUS THE VERY THOUGHT OF THEE

$12.95 $10.36 SKU 339810 HB (save 20%)
15. CHEYENNE IN NEW YORK

$13.95 $11.86 SKU 351638 PB (save 15%)
16. STAND A LITTLE TALLER

$14.95 $11.21 SKU 322560 HB (save 25%)

1. CONSIDER THE LILLIES

$15.98 $13.58 SKU 348300 CD (save 15%)
2. WOMEN OF DESTINY VOL 2 

$15.98 $14.38 SKU 339872  CD (save 10%)
3. TRUE NORTH

$15.98 $13.58 SKU 344180 CD (save 15%)
4. JERICO ROAD

$15.98 $13.58 SKU 323871 CD (save 15%)
5. WOMEN OF DESTINY

$15.98 $14.38 SKU 301923 CD (save 10%)

BEST–SELLING BOOKS BEST–SELLING AUDIO

Holds 4 
marking 

pencils or 
pens

Convenient outside pocket 
with secure Velcro® closing

(Great for PalmPilot®)

Durable 
easy-close 

zippers

Durable,
padded 
handles

Fits all LDS Scripture sizes—
from compact to large

Includes room for lesson manual 

Card holder with plastic view for
Articles of Faith cards

Slide pocket holds 
pamphlets, study guide,

and small manuals

Removable 
shoulder 
strap 
with 
molded 
plastic 
hardware

Full pocket for programs,
agendas, handouts, 

and notepad

TEMPLE CASE

Durable and long-lasting. Wear-, stain-, and water-resistant.
With ample room to fit everything you’ll need, it’s easy to carry, and
it fits in a temple locker! Includes room for temple shoes, cosmetics,
keys, and much more!
Temple Case Black $34.00 $25.00 SKU# 327718 
Temple Case Blue $34.00 $25.00 SKU# 327725 
Temple Case Green $34.00 $25.00 SKU# 327732 
Temple Case Burg. $34.00 $25.00 SKU# 327749 

VERSE-A-TOTETMSCRIPTURE TOTES

$9.00
OFF

list price

$5.00
OFF

list price

OIL VIALS

Made from durable brass, these beautifully crafted
oil vials are a convenient way to carry consecrated oil.
Each is fixed with a zinc allow hook. 
Key Chain $5.95 $4.76 SKU# 355742
Stain Chrome with Bottle

Key Chain $5.95 $4.76 SKU# 355759
Torpedo with Bottle

Key Chain Chrome $5.95 $4.76 SKU# 355711
Key Chain Gold $5.95 $4.76 SKU# 355728
Key Chain $5.95 $4.76 SKU# 355735
Window Chrome

A. VERSE-A-TOTETM

Vinyl Black $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 250948
Vinyl Blue $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 250955
Vinyl Brown $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 250962
Vinyl Burgundy $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 250979
Vinyl Green $24.95 $19.95 SKU# 250986

B. NYLON VERSE-A-TOTETM

Nylon Black $22.95 $17.95 SKU# 306607
Nylon Blue $22.95 $17.95 SKU# 306614
Nylon Burgundy $22.95 $17.95 SKU# 306638
Nylon Green $22.95 $17.95 SKU# 306621

C. TAPESTRY VERSE-A-TOTETM

Cream $26.95 $21.95 SKU# 282017
Blue $26.95 $21.95 SKU# 286879

20%
OFF

list price
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1. A FULNESS OF JOY

Learn the connection between joy and the atonement from a noted scholar.
Hardcover $17.95 $8.98 SKU# 331746 (save 50%)

2. THE TEMPLE I’M GOING THERE SOMEDAY

Great ideas for Sharing Time and Family Home Evening.
Softcover $9.95 $0.99 SKU# 330275 (save 90%)

3. DRAW NEAR UNTO ME

Gain a greater understanding of the scriptures as you draw closer to the Savior.
Hardcover $17.95 $8.98 SKU# 318631 (save 50%)

4. IN HIS IMAGE

Learn how to overcome your weaknesses and find the hope and confidence to become
more Christlike.
Hardcover $17.95 $8.98 SKU# 250757 (save 50%)

5. STAR IN WINTER

As Shayne’s feelings for Helen deepen, happiness seems certain. But matters of the heart
are never as simple as they seem. 
Softcover $12.95 $5.18 SKU# 287432 (save 60%)

6. WRITTEN IN THE STARS

When a vacation to the Bahamas with her husband turns deadly, Michaela must fight
to save their lives. 
Softcover $14.95 $7.48 SKU# 318846 (save 50%)

7. CUTTING EDGE

A bright, young LDS programmer is thrilled with his new job in Silicon Valley, but
then he stumbles upon a secret file that could get him killed. 
Softcover $14.95 $5.98 SKU# 318372 (save 60%)

8. BENEATH THE SURFACE

Under suspicious circumstances, Liam Bennigan lost his life. His family is still con-
vinced that his death was no accident.
Softcover $14.95 $5.98 SKU# 306522 (save 60%)

9. PRIMARY PARTNERS: TEACHING TOOLS 2002
Great ideas for bringing the importance of the temple into Sharing Time or Family
Home Evening.
Softcover $9.95  $1.99 SKU# 319164 (save 80%)

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

10. AROUND THE WARD IN 80 DAYS

This hilarious novel about the adventures of a Relief Society president will have you
laughing out loud. 
Softcover $12.95 $6.48 SKU# 203418 (save 50%)

11. HAVEN

A tender novel set in Wales about one woman’s ability to reach out to others and the
gifts she receives in return.
Softcover $12.95 $6.48 SKU# 279956 (save 50%)

12. A WORLD AWAY

A novel about a very special place where dreams are fulfilled, peace is discovered, and
lives are changed.
Softcover $14.95  $5.98 SKU# 306270 (save 60%)

13. WHISPERS OF HOPE

A novel that will help you find hope in the healing power of love, friendship, acceptance,
and forgiveness. 
Softcover $13.95 $5.58 SKU# 286886 (save 60%)

14. THE RIVER PATH

A powerful story of forgiveness and faith, and the trials that test and strengthen our
relationships.
Softcover $13.95 $6.98 SKU# 280020 (save 50%)

15. TO LOVE AGAIN

A romantic novel of struggle and redemption that will renew your faith in the resilience
of the human spirit.
Softcover $12.95  $3.89 SKU# 176187 (save 70%)

16. BRIDGE TO FOREVER

Mickelle Hansen has found a dream come true in handsome widower Damon Wolfe,
or has she?
Softcover $14.95 $7.48 SKU# 306577 (save 50%)

17. ECHOES

From the southern comfort of Savanna, Georgia to the hills of Tuscany, Italy, Echoes
races with adventure, intrigue, and romance. 
Softcover $14.95 $7.48 SKU# 306195 (save 50%)

18. LOVE AFTER ALL

A remarkable and tender novel about one woman’s selfless service and its power to heal
those around her. 
Softcover $14.95  $7.48 SKU# 287364 (save 50%)
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Amt. of Purchase Include
$0.01 - $15.00  . . . . . .$4.95
$15.01 - $25.00  . . . . .$5.95
$25.01 - $50.00  . . . . .$7.50

$50.01 - $75.00  . . . . .$9.25
$75.01 - $100.00  . . .$11.50
$100.01 - $150.00  . .$14.50
$150.01 - and up  . . . . . .call

Seagull Book & Tape
1720 S. Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84104

BULK RATE
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PAID 

PERMIT #6563

SLC UT 84115

Postage & Handling—Continental USA Only (Framed Art: call store for details)

*All APO/FPO, PO Box, Alaska, Hawaii and
International Orders need to call 1-800-999-6257
for shipping prices. Sales tax: AZ 7.8%, CA
8.25%, UT 6.6%

SACRED STONE (HARDCOVER)

ONLY $9.95 EXCLUSIVE OFFER!
ONLY AT SEAGULL BOOK! ($29.95 RETAIL)

This Coupon Good for 1 (one) Sacred Stone (hardcover) (while supplies last) SKU #335126 Expires 7/31/03

CTR FATHER’S DAY TIE SPECIAL

ONLY $6.95 WITH COUPON

WITH A $20.00 PURCHASE AT SEAGULL BOOK ($11.95 RETAIL)
This Coupon Good for 1 (one) Father’s Day Tie (while supplies last) SKU #361606 Expires 7/31/03

VISIT OUR 20TH

SEAGULL BOOK STORE
OPEN NOW IN OREM!
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BIG 5
SPORTING

GOODS

NEW OREM SEAGULL BOOK

331 EAST UNIVERSITY PARKWAY

(801) 225-7219

N

UNIVERSITY PARKWAY (1300 SOUTH)

NEW CHURCH DISTRIBUTION CENTER

CATALOG SPECIAL COUPON

CATALOG SPECIAL COUPON

Please order from the Seagull Book listed 
for your area. Keep a copy of the order and
circle the proper store in case you need to call
for customer service. Write order # for phone
orders here: 
Order# ________________________
FAX ORDER: (801)-972-5497
WEB STORE: www.seagullbook.com
E-MAIL: orders@seagullbook.com
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Salt Lake City, Utah
1720 S. Redwood Road 84104

(801) 972-2429 • 800-999-6257
Orem, Utah

111 S. State 84058
(801) 226-3833 • 800-213-9003

Bountiful, Utah
40 W. 500 S. 84010

(801) 296-6632• 800-876-6064
Mesa, Arizona

409 East First Ave. 85204
(480) 835-5827• 800-944-6257

Los Angeles, California
10714 Santa Monica Blvd. 90025
(310) 475-0768• 800-666-6257

Orem South, Utah
331 E.University Pkwy. 84058

(801) 225-7219
Provo, Utah

2250 N. University Pkwy. 84604
(801) 377-5265 • 800-869-7756

Taylorsville, Utah
5720 S. Redwood Road 84123

(801) 969-7747 • 800-309-6356
West Jordan

1625 W. 9000 South 84088
(801) 568-0444 • 800-211-6918

Murray, Utah
242 E. 6400 S. 84107

(801) 261-5434• 800-250-5356
Oakland, California

5046 Woodminster Lane 94602
(510) 530-0600• 800-805-6667

Spanish Fork, Utah
1060 North Main 84660

(801) 798-0401 • 800-425-0309
Ogden, Utah

2144 Washington Blvd. 84401
(801) 394-4666• 800-980-2006

Cottonwood/Holladay, Utah
1961 E. 4800 S. 84117

(801) 424-0918
Layton, Utah

448 W. Antelope Drive 84041
(801) 525-1324

American Fork, Utah
177 East 30 North 84003

(801) 492-0818

Sandy, Utah (South)
31 West 10600 South 84070

(801) 572-0245
Riverdale, Utah

4031 Riverdale Rd. 84405
(801) 627-0659

Sandy, Utah (North)
7948 South 1300 East 84094

(801) 561-2596

PHONE ORDERS: 800-999-6257

INTERNET ORDERS: WWW.SEAGULLBOOK.COM

CATALOG SPECIAL COUPON

JOHN TAYLOR HARDCOVER&CD-ROM SET

ONLY $9.98 WITH COUPON

WITH ANY PURCHASE AT SEAGULL BOOK ($39.90 RETAIL)
This Coupon Good for 1 (one) John Taylor Set (while supplies last) SKU #361682 Expires 7/31/03

75%
OFF

list price

over
40%
OFF

list price

$20.00
OFF

list price

100%
silk!


